
various aspects of international situations relating to international crime
and violence that the relationship between the International Criminal
Court and the United Nations should be carefully looked at and discussed
by the AALCC. He indicated that his delegation was concerned with the
international recognition of municipal trials of offences of an international
nature which are also cognisable by the ICC. He referred in this respect
to the applicability of the double jeopardy principle by the ICC in relation
to crimes already handled by national courts. He observed that there
appeared to be severe differences of opinion on the jurisdiction of the
ICC and urged the Committee to come out with a common and consensual
stand which all members of the AALCC could support at the world
forum or conference to discuss the treaty or statute for the establishment
of the ICe. Consequently he suggested that the Committee and the AALCC
Secretariat should look into these aspects more critically. Referring to the
issue of intervention, the delegate requested the Committee to consider
interventions by regional or sub-regional organizations in circumstances
in which there was absolute breakdown of Central Government and mass
suffering and deaths of the civil population. It was his view the Committee
should give general guidelines on what constitutes legitimate intervention.
It was his hope that the Committee and the AALCC Secretariat would
come out with a consensus position for member countries.

The Delegate of India noted that the draft code of crimes was equally
important as the International Criminal Court. He also stressed the necessity
to accord and respect the primacy of the national jurisdiction. In his view
the sui generis system as envisaged needed careful consideration. While
dealing with the issue of international liability, the delegate noted that it
was an extremely important topic which directly linked itself with the
survival of the mankind itself. While outlining norms for liability, the
delegate pointed out that the experience of highly integrated societies
such as Europe might not always be useful. He also referred briefly to the
issues concerning settlement of disputes and Convention countermeasures.
As regards the draft on international rivers, he observed that his government
was examining the issue with all seriousness and would respond in due
course.

The Delegate of Pakistan noted the divergent views expressed by the
ILC Members on the question of the establishment of the International
Criminal Court. In his view, many complex and difficult issues remained
unsolved, such as the jurisdiction-whether the court should have compulsory
or optional jurisdiction, whether the jurisdiction should be exclusive,
concurrent or of review character and whether it should be linked with
code or not. He also referred to the questions concerning complaint, who
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. . b f the Court and the State consent required ror tnai
could bnng It e ore . d

laint to be entertame .
comp . .. le of Criminal Law, the delegate noted

Referring to the baSIC PhnnclfPf es clearly and punishment provided
. nt to define t e 0 enc f S tthe reqUlreme . ld be under the local laws 0 ta es.. tion he pomted out, wou t

for. Investlga , f C· . IProcedure to try the alleged perpetra ors
ed a Code 0 nrmna f cri estfIe propos .di the following: registration 0 crirnes, arr

of Criminal off~nces pro:1 nl:~ the accused\suspects, recording of statem~nt
of the accused, mterrogatlO . d i the commission of crime, collectionery of articles use m
of witnesses, recov . d fessiIon recording of pretrial statements.d when reqUIre , coni' ,
of expert eVI ence I f ed to the powers and functions of the prosecutor
of witne~ses. ~e a .so re f~:ers and wanted these to be clearly defined. He
and the mvestlg::::a~ States to amend their existing laws to accommodate
also noted the nTh. he noted, might not be acceptable to many
the proposed Court. IS,
countries. if .

d th delegate sought the codi icatton
To ensure a fair trial of the accu\.se b' teeen admissible and inadmissible

id so as to draw a me e wof law of eVI ence . \ ht the safeguards to preserve
. t the time of trial. He a so soug t

eVidence a h s lace of the trial, services of a compet~n
the rights of the accused sue a Ct t tc He also referred to the question

d h I uage of the our e .lawyer an t e ang . f llate authority with necessary
of appeal and sought t~e creatIOn 0 an appe
time limits for appealmg.

. d the draft statute of the ICC as very
The Delegate of Sudan ~Iewe f d to two main areas, namely,

II tes. He particularly re erre .crucial to a sta es. t encroachment of sovereignty.
f i . di t" n and the consequen . 1the issue 0 Juns ic 10. b· ti draft concerning internatlOna

In order to outline an effective and 0 Jedclveb ·ld a trust in the operation
h t sed on the nee to Ulcriminal court, e s res . f H lso roposed a discussion of these

of the international system itself. e a p
areas in a seminar. d

. f h delegate of Sudan to one ay
The President drew the attention 0 t e . 1 Criminal Court at

E bli hment of InternatlOna
seminar held on the sta IS . Societ of International Law.
New Delhi in collaboration with the Indian ideas emerged from that

d h d 1 ation that many new IHe also informe tee eg . 1 before the Committee.
seminar and the report of the sernmar was a so .

. K a su gested that the categones
The Delegation of the Repubhc ~r~r~e al~o referred to the need ~or

of jurisdiction should be clear~y. out me. h· h evoked the jurisdictIOn
outlining in the draft the speCifiC offences w IC

of the ICC. K ) while(P .~ Francisco ramerThe Vice-Chairman of the ILC. rOJ.
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responding to th 'e views expressed b
were, very crucial and he felt that ev:n t~e members n?ted that sanctions
sanctIOn was very important I hi ,t e compensatIOn as a method of
th ICe ' n IS VIew tru t I h 'e should come from the detailed s I~ t e Implementation of
the governments cooperatIOn and coordl'nat', Ion of

The Delegate of Kuwait referred to the '
and ,the problems consequently created to t pollutIOn of the environment
the Jobs and assignments and ret H housands of labourers to leave
not bound to compensate all that~rn, e noted that his government Was

The Representative of the Legal C I
Adede) drew the attention of th ounse of the United Nations (D
of the Ad hoc Working Group ~ me~ers of the Committee to the meetin~
Statute of the International Crl'rrur~mI cugust 13 to 24 to consider the draft

b na ourt at th UN Hrnern er governments of the AALCC e, e requested the
?ecessary changes in the draft statute t~nm~~e ~se of this forum to effect
10 the early stages and there was a' "IS view the process was only
Governments to effect necessary h pohtIcal and legal choice for the

c anges.
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(ii) Decision on the "Work of the International Law
Commission"

(Adopted on April 22, 1995)

The Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee at its Thirty-fourth
Session:

Having taken note with appreciation the report of the Secretary-General
on the work of the International Law Commission at its Forty-sixth Session
(Doc. No. AALCC\XXXlV\Doha\95\1) and 1A;

Having heard the comprehensive statement of Ambassador Francisco
V. Kramer, the Vice Chairman of the International Law Commission;

I, Expresses its felicitations to the International Law Commission
on the achievements of its Forty-sixth Session;

2. Acknowledges and appreciates the contributions of the Chairman
of the International Law Commission Hon'ble Judge V.S. Vereshchetin,
and the Vice-Chairman, Ambassador Francisco V. Kramer and thanks
them for the lucid and succinct report that has been presented by the
Vice-Chairman on behalf of the Commission's Chairman.

3. Expresses its appreciation to the Secretary-General for his report
on the work of the International Law Commission at its Forty-sixth Session,
and particularly the progress made on the question of the Establishment
of an International Criminal Court,

4. Requests the Secretary-General to bring to the attention of the
International Law Commission the views expressed on different items on
its agenda during the Thirty-fourth Session of the AALCC; and
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,
Also request the Secretary-General to

Law Commission the Committee's a . ~onvey to the International
work on the Non-Navigational UsesppreclatIOn ?n the completion of its
the Statute of an International C ~ . ofI InternatIOnal Watercourses and

nrnma Court.
De~ides to inscribe on the agenda of the .. .

CommIttee an item entitled "Th R ThIrty-fIfth SessIOn of the
L C .. e eport on the work f th I .

aw ommlSSlon at its Forty-seventh Session." 0 e nternatlOnal

(iii) Secretariat Brief
A. Report on the Work of the International Law

Commission (ILC)

DRAFT CODE OF CRIMES AGAINST THE PEACE AND
SECURITY OF MANKIND AND DRAFT STATUTE FOR AN

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT

I Background
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The work programme of the International Law Commission (ILC)
had accorded priority to the topic "Draft Code of Crimes Against the
Peace and Security of Mankind". This was necessitated on account of
paragraph 6 of the General Assembly resolution 48/31, which had requested
the ILC to continue its work "as a matter of priority" on the question of
the draft statute for an international criminal court with a view to elaborating
a draft statute, if possible at the forty-sixth session. Considering this the
enlarged Bureau had recommended that the first week of the Session
should be devoted to a discussion of that subject in the plenary. The
discussion of this topic in the plenary had been reflected beiefly in this
note along with the comments provided by the AALCC Secretariat. In
other words, there is no separate section providing a summary of these
discussions. This was found essential as there could be some changes in
the view points of the Members after the completion of the work by the
Working Group.

For reasons of clarity, it would be appropriate to briefly examine first
the Twelfth Report on the Draft Code of Crimes Against the Peace and
Security of Mankind provided by the Special Rapporteur Mr. Doudou
Thiam, While presenting this report, the Special Rapporteur had outlined
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Crim~; rAg~ins; ~'h:;:a~~ ~~~ ~n;c~~~~n:f ,::d~?gd of. the Draft Code of
on the general part of the draft-definition hn m ~tli ~ocus, this year,
principles". And he had also informed th~tCpaartractIeInzfatihonDandgeneral
co . h . 0 t e raft Codencernmg t e crimes themselves would be dealt ith j ,

" Whi ' WI m next year'report. Il~ termmg the twelfth report as the shortest the . s
Rapporteur briefly noted the reasons for this Th ' . Specia]
had al d b di . e concepts It dealt with

. rea y ~en iscussed at considerable length both in the Com . .
and 10 the. Sixth Committee, and he had therefore decided to t~SIOn
c.ourse of. sImpl~ reproducing the text of each draft article as ado ted the
first reading, WIthout reverting to the discussion on it .p on

h I· I , except In thosecases were no c ear view had emerged in the C "omrmssion .
. It would be too simplistic to say that this report merely re rodu

I
artlcles as the Special Rapporteur further clarifies that this repo~ on ;:;:
of the draft IS presented in such a way that it d .

article, each draft adopted on first reading followeredPbrouces, article by
G h ,y comments from
~ve~ments: t en by the Special Rapporteur's opinions and conclusions

e o. servatI~ns of Governments are presented sometimes in full and
s~metIme partially: depending on their significance; more often tha~ not
t ey are presented In full. With one or two exceptions all the ob .'
are reflected Wh th ,servatIOns

: en ey are not, that is because, the questions raised in
~he observa~IOns of Governments have already been dealt with at len th
10 th~ Special Rapporteur's earlier reports and in discussion in I g
meetmgs. P enary

The Chao h'l
that the cons=:io: o~~h:e~:~~~n!'~~~d :~::;:~ ~each~d pointed out
beginni ith own into two parts
and t ling ~I a gener~ di~cussion that would take only one meetin~
d It 0 .o;e b~ an eXamInatIOn of the individual articles, some of which
f:raan ~~~;:~:~~~:e~ted in the Working. Group on a Draft Statute
the second 000. In order to aVOIdexcessively fragmenting
articles succ~:v~~ the debate h~ proposed taking up five clusters of
Articles 5 6 and !';a~~IY :nlcles 1, 2, 3 and 4 first, followed by
lastly Arti~les 14 ~d ~~ es ,9 and 10, Articles 11, 12 and 13, and

II. Draft Code of Crimes Against the Peace and Security of Mankind
A. Articles 1 to 4

the Although .the M.embers addressed specifically each of the Articles in
general dlsc~ssIOn, the emphasis was limited primarily to the few

conceptual questions, As regards the definitional part one Member found
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some problems with the idea of combining a conceptual definition with
an enumerative one. There was a fundamental issue of the adequacy of
the title itself of the Code of Crimes Against the Peace and Security of
Mankind. It was pointed out that the title was appropriate for certain
crimes, such as aggression, but was much more debatable for others, such
as genocide or crimes against humanity, that did not come under the
peace and security of mankind unless the concept was given a very broad
meaning. The AALCC Secretariat seeks to consider the view that the
definition of the crimes by the Code should be very specific and definite
so that any wide discretion on the interpretation and the application of
the Code by the Court could be minimized.

The other crucial problem dealt with by a few Members concerned
the relationship between the Code and the Statute for the Court, which
affected less the drafting of the Code, that was perfectly viable with or
without the Court, than it did the establishment of the Statute for the
Court, for which it was still uncertain whether it would have jurisdiction
for applying the Code. Accordingly, it was stressed by some Members
that the Working Group should take the draft Code fully into account for
the drafting of the Statute and, assuming that the Code was to be adopted
on second reading prior to the completion of the draft Statute, the Working
Group must use the wording of the Code.

There were other Members who did not specifically agree with this
viewpoint. Some of them requisitioned clarifications as regards the
interrelationship between the Code and Court, particularly in areas where
national jurisdictions were involved. This question was discussed by some
Members from the point of relationship between international law and
internal law . In their view Article 2 affirmed the primacy of the international
law over the internal law, and that was clearly essential if the Code was
to be properly implemented. Some other Members attempted to build a
harmonious approach. It was suggested that the Commission should adopt
exactly the same wording in both instruments for the provisions on the
indispensable judicial guarantees in order to ensure minimal standards of
protection of the individual. Some Members, while in favour of retaining
draft Article 2, considered that the Commission should avoid suggesting
that there was a conflict between international law and internal law. The
crimes that. the Commission had chosen were punishable in the internal
law of all civilized States and, as such, were not completely independent
of internal law. Nevertheless, it was pointed out that the characterization
provided for in the draft Code was independent of the characterization in
the internal law of any given State.
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In his twelfth report, the Special Rapporteur indicated that draft Article
3 set forth the principle of international criminal responsibility of the
individual, a principle which has been accepted in international criminal
law since the judgment of the Nuremberg Tribunal. Regarding this Article
some Members had problems, particularly concerning certain terminologies.
In view of this, they preferred the original version. Many Members of the
Commission supported the Special Rapporteur's proposal that draft Article
4 should be deleted. The reasons for this could be briefly summarized.
It was pointed out by some Members that a distinction was usually drawn
between motive and intent, or mens rea, with motive not forming part of
the elements making up the offence. Thus, the characterization of motive
was not very useful, because it came into play only in determining the
degree of responsibility. Political motives usually worked to reduce the
penalty normally assigned, for example, by preventing the death penalty
from being imposed in criminal justice systems where it still existed.
However, some other Members while considering Article 4 did not believe
that motives could be incorporated in extenuating circumstances or in the
category of exceptions. In their view, persons who committed crimes
against the peace and security of mankind should not be able to argue
that they had done so for political reasons and therefore should not be
punished, or that their crime was political in nature.

B. Articles 5 to 7

Members were generally in agreement with draft Article 5 as adopted
on first reading. It was pointed out by some of them that the Article
embodied the very sensible and fundamental principle that the international
criminal responsibility of the individual should not ipso facto exclude the
international responsibility of the State for a crime against the peace and
security of mankind. It was also recalled that the principle had been
enshrined in treaties, including Article IX of the 1948 Convention on
Genocide. Some Members, although agreed with the underlying principle
of draft Article 5, found that its wording was not very appropriate. As
regards draft Article 6 on the "obligation to try or extradite", although
there was no disagreement, governments were concerned about its
applicability. With regard to draft Article 7 on the non-applicability of
statutory limitations, the Special Rapporteur had pointed out in his twelfth
report the written comments received from Governments had demonstrated
that the rule of the non-applicability of statutory limitations was not
universally accepted by States. There were other practical difficulties
also. Some Members had pointed out that the rule of the non-applicability
of statutory limitations could not be applied to all the crimes covered in
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d h t Article 7 dealt with a question that basically had to be
the code an t a .' of the various elements that they had. b Governments 10 view ....
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international jurisdiction- orne em h e it had
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some Members considered that it would be difficult to apply the merallv

. . I I I Since States were generin idem principle at the 1OternatlOna eve.. t .n.. . .' f .nternatlOnal court excep 1
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jurisdiction should be conferre on an ., h S cial Rapporteur
draft Article 10, concerning non-retro-actIvlty, t e pe
pointed out that there was no disagreement.
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D. Articles 11 to 13

As r~gards draft Article 11, "Order of a Government or a Superior"
the Sp~cI~1 R~pporteur observed in his twelfth report that the principI~
embodied In this draft provision had already been affirmed in the "princi If . t . I I peso In ernationa aw recognized in the Charter and Judgement of th
~urember~ Trib~nal". In his opinion this principle should not be calIe~
Into que.stIOn without good reason and he therefore proposed that the
dra~ Artlcl~ sh~uld be retained. Some Members, however, made suggestions
for Impr?vmg Its ,:ording. Similar opinions were expressed as regards
draft Article 12 WhIChconcerned "Responsibility of the Superior". There
were t~o. ~ajor suggestions, namely, (a) the concept of presumption of
responsibiltty referred. to by the Special Rapporteur in his twelfth report
warranted .further constderanons, bearing in mind the rule stated in Article
8 concermn~ the presumption of innocence; and (b) the Commission
should consider the sources of the draft Article. With regard to draft
Article 13 concerning "~fficial position and responsibility", the Special
Rap~orteur was 0: the VIew that although it was difficult to provide in
detail for the vanous cases in which heads of State or Government
should be prosecuted, what could be said was that whenever a head of
State ~r Government committed a crime against the peace and security of
mankind, he should be prosecuted. The proposal to retain Article 13
unchanged was generally welcomed in the Commission. It was pointed
ou~ that th~ draft Article was based directly on Principle III of the Principles
of mternatIOnallaw recognized in the Charter of the Nuremberg Tribunal.

E. Articles 14 and 15

. The draft Article 14 concerning "Defences and extenuating
CIrcumstances" consisted of two paragraphs on first reading. The first
paragraph had provided that the competent court should determine the
admissibility of defences under the general principles of law in the light
of the character of each crime. The second paragraph provided that the
court: where appropriate, take account of extenuating circumstances. The
Special Rapporteur, expressed his agreement with those Governments
which, in their written responses, had considered that the concept of
defences and that of extenuating circumstances should be dealt with
separately. The criticism, however, was centred around the question of
self-defe.nce. It was said that the new text was an oversimplification of
the preVIOUStext and was likely to give rise to a regrettable confusion
~etwe~n self-defence in the case of an individual and that provided for
in Article 51 of the Charter. In the view of the Special Rapporteur
"extenuating circumstances" as found in new draft Article 15, was generally
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d itted in criminal law that any court hearing a criminal case was
a ~tled to examine the circumstances in which an offence had beenenU . .

mitted and to determine whether there were any circumstances that
c?~nished the responsibility of the accused. At the conclusion of the
dum . d h in id h h d. cuss ion, the Special Rapporteur summanze t e mam leas t at a
dls hi .. f h .emerged during the debate and gave IS opirnon on some 0 t e Issues.

III. Draft Statute for an International Criminal Court

In order to expedite its work on the subject, the Commission took a
decision to reconvene the Working Group on a Draft Statute for an
International Criminal Court. It held 25 meetings between 10 May and 7
July 1994.

In its 'introductory note' the Report of the Working Group had listed
the documents which were before it to perform the mandate assigned. It,
inter (Ilia, included the followintg: the Report of the Working Group on
the Question of an International Criminal Jurisdiction (A/47/1O, Annex),
the Report of the Working Group on a Draft Statute for an international
criminal court (A/43/l0, Annex): the eleventh report on the topic "Draft
Code of Crimes Against the Peace and Security of Mankind" presented
by Special Rapporteur, Mr. Doudou Thiam; the Comments of Governments
on the Report of the Working Group; Chapter B of the topical summary
prepared by the Secretariat of the discussion held in the Sixth Committee
of the General Assembly during the forty-eighth Session; the Report of
the Secretary-General pursuant to paragraph 2 of Security Council resolution
808 (1993) (document S125704); the Rules of Procedure and Evidence
adopted by the International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons
Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law
Committed in the Territory of Former Yugoslavia since 1991 (document
.IT/32 of 14 March 1994) as well as the following informal documents
prepared by the Secretariat of the Working Group: (a) a compilation of
draft statutes for an international criminal court elaborated in the past
either within the framework of United Nations or by other public or
private entities; (b) a compilation of conventions or relevant provisions
of conventions relative to the possible subject matter jurisdiction of an
international criminal court; and (c) a study on possible ways whereby an
international criminal court might enter into relationship with the United
Nations.

The Working Group, while considering the Draft Statute for an
International Criminal Court, took into account, inter alia, (a) the need
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to streamline and simplify the rti Ijurisdiction of the Court whil ab IC es concerning the subject matter
, isdi , ' I e etter deterrnini hjuns tenon; (b) the fact that th C' rung t e extent of such
complementary to national syste~s o~~ ~ ?ste~ should be conceived as
mechanism for international coo e;at~~n unct~on,o? the b~sis of existing
the need for coordinating the p ~d judicial assistane, and (c)
Statute for an International ~o,~onl carttclesto be found in the Draft

C
' nrnma ourt and in th D af C

nrnes Against the Peace and S ' e r t ode of
prepared ,by the Working Group i:c~~:%e~f,Man~ind, T~e draft Statute
on estabhshment of the Court, Part 2 into ~I,ghtmam parts: Part 1
of the Court; Part 3 on Jurisdiction ofo~~ompos,ltIon and a~mini~tration
and ,prosecution; Part 5 on the trail; Part 6Court, Part 4 on m~estIgation
on international cooperation and iudi ' Ion a~peal and review; Part 7
enforcement. J cia assistance; and Part 8 on

Before examining the overall structure of th '
worthwhile to note the clarification id e Draft Statute, It may be
drafting the Statute It inter li tated. ed by the Working Group in" a ta state "th W ki
purport to adjust itself to any s ecifi :, e or mg Group did not
to amalgamate into a coherent !hOl~ct~~lmmal legal s~stem but rather,
the goals envisaged having d ' ~ost appropnate elements for
I: ,regar to existmg treati I'
lor an international court or trib 1 d es, ear ier proposals" , I una s an relevant pr " , ,
criminal justice systems within th diff ,~vlstons m national
Group also took careful note o~ t~ee:en~legal tra~lt~ons",The Working
International Tribunal for th P ~1f10USprovisions regulating the
Serious Violations of Internat~onr~s~cutlo~ o~ Persons Responsible for
Territory of Former Yugosl ' ~ u1mamtananLaw Committed in the

h
avia since 991 Furthe he obit e Working Group in c " ' rmore, t e objective of

Criminal Court was to b o~celvmg the Statute for an International
convention on the matter'; ~s an att,achment to a future international
Statute's provisions. an accordingly, the Commission drafted the

A. Preamble

The Preamble to any statut t .achieved. The draft Statut k ~ se s ~~t th~ mam purpose intended to be. , e, eepmg this m view inte d furth .
10 international criminal m tt ' n s er cooperation
event of conviction to a ~drs,ftoprovide a forum for trial and, in the

, provi e or appropriate . h
persons accused of crimes f si ifi pums ment of certain
the Court envisaged d 0 Sign icant international concern. Significantly
justice systems InsteC:: ~Ott,Pturpd°rtto run parallel to the national criminai

. ,I m en s to be compl t .systems, particularly in cas h emen ary to the national
available or may be inefti t~S WI e.re su~h tri~l procedures maynot beec rve. t IS clanfied m the Commentaries that
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it does not affect the right of States to seek extradition and other forms
of international judicial assistance under existing arrangements.

The purpose set out in the Preamable, the Commentaries provide, is
intended to assist in the interpretation and application of the Statute, and
in particular in the exercise of the power conferred by Article 35. Article
35, it may be noted, deals with the substantive aspects of admissibility.
In other words, it allows the Court to decide, having regard to certain
specified factors, whether a particular case is admissible. This is different
from exercising jurisdiction per se. The Court, it is pointed out, should
exercise jurisdiction only over the most serious crimes, such as crimes of
concern to the international community as a whole.

8. Establishment of the Court
The establishment of the Court and its subsequent operation has certain

implications. The crucial issue concerning this is the "relationship of the
Court to the United Nations. There were divergent opinions between the
Members of the Commission in this regard. Some favoured the Court
becoming a subsidiary organ of the United Nations by way of resolutions
of the Security Council and General Assembly, without the need for any
treaty. Others had strongly preferred that it be created as an organ of the
United Nations by amendment to the Charter. Those who did not agree
with these two arrangements advocated another kind of link such as a
relationship agreement along the lines of that concluded between the
United Nations and the International Atomic Energy Agency. However,
the Working Group concluded that it would be extremely difficult to
establish the Court by resolution of a UN body, without the support of
a treaty. It is further pointed out that the General Assembly resolution did
not impose binding legal obligations on States in relation to conduct
external to the functioning of the UN itself. In view of this, the obligation
of a State, for instance, to transfer an accused person from its own
custody to the custody of the Court which would be essential to the
Court's functioning could not be imposed by a resolution. A treaty
commitment, the Working Group felt, would be essential for this purpose.
More importantly, a treaty accepted by a State pursuant to its constitutional
procedure would normally have the force of law within that State-
unlike a resolution and that may be necessary if that State needed to take
action vis-a-vis individuals within its jurisdiction pursuant to the Statute.
The Working Group also noted that the resolutions could be readily
amended or even revoked, that would scarcely be consistent with the
concept of a permanent judicial body. Accordingly, the relationship
agreement proposed by the Working Group would be concluded between
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